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The recently launched Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat XI come with new security features and an improved sandbox that will make products harder to attack and utilize, according to Adobe.The sandboxing feature known as protected mode that was first introduced in Adobe Reader X proved successful at mitigating traditional PDF exploits. The technology works by isolating
certain Adobe Reader actions in a strictly controlled environment and makes it very difficult for attackers to write and execute malicious code on a system after exploiting a vulnerability in the product. Since we added sandbox protection to Adobe Reader and Acrobat, we haven't seen any feats in the wild that erupt out of Adobe Reader and Acrobat X sandbox, Priyank Choudhury,
a security researcher in Adobe's Secure Software Engineering Team, said Wednesday in a blog post. However, this does not mean that the Adobe Reader X sandbox can prevent all types of attacks. For example, the sandbox was primarily designed to limit write operations, not read them, meaning that potential attackers can steal sensitive information from a system after
exploiting an Adobe Reader X vulnerability. That's no longer a problem in Adobe Reader XI, Choudhury said. In Adobe Reader XI, we've added data theft prevention features by expanding the sandbox to limit read-only activities to help protect against attackers seeking to read sensitive information on the user's computer. I've warned before that Adobe Reader X's sandbox is a
writing sandbox, e.g. that reading is still fully allowed and thus still allows the theft of information, Didier Stevens, a security researcher known for its PDF security work, said Thursday by email. I tested it. Stevens assumes that the new sandbox model in Adobe Reader XI prohibits reading files and registry keys, but hasn't had a chance to test it yet. If that is the case, it would be an
important improvement, he said. The new version of Adobe Reader also comes with a protected display mode that further strengthens the sandbox by creating a separate window station — a separate securable clipboard and desktop — for the PDF viewing process. This feature is designed to block so-called screen-scraping attacks where a program reads data from the display
output of another program running on the same desktop. Adobe Acrobat already had a protected view mode that has been improved in the new version. Protected view behaves the same for Adobe Reader and Acrobat, whether viewing PDF files in standalone product or in the browser, Choudhury said. Support for Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR), a memory-based
color utilization technology to combat exploitation, has also been improved in the new Adobe Reader and Acrobat versions. ASLR can be difficult to implement in a program because all its executable files and dynamic link (DLLs) need to support it for protection to be fully effective. In Adobe Reader and Acrobat XI, we have enabled support for Force ASLR on Windows 7 and
Windows 8, Choudhury said. Force ASLR improves the effectiveness of existing ASLR implementations by ensuring that all DLLs loaded by Adobe Reader or Acrobat XI, including older DLs without ASLR enabled, are randomized. In addition, Adobe Reader and Acrobat XI benefit from a new PDF Whitelisting Framework that allows system administrators, especially in business
environments, to enable only specific features like JavaScript for selected PDFs, websites, or hosts. Many security experts recommend disabling JavaScript support in Adobe Reader and Acrobat because most PDF exploits require JavaScript to work. However, this functionality can also have legitimate purposes, so it may be impractical to disable it for everyone in an enterprise
environment. The new Adobe Reader and Acrobat XI also support digital content signatures that use Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). Users can now integrate long-term validation information automatically when using certificate signatures and use certificate signatures that support elliptical curve cryptography (ECC)-based credentials, Choudhury said. Copyright © 2012 IDG
Communications, Inc. Today is the second Tuesday in January, making it the first Patch Tuesday of 2013. Adobe addresses a few critical vulnerabilities in its software as well as this Patch Tuesday. Adobe issued two security bulletins. The first, APSB13-01, is for Adobe Flash. The bulletin states that versions of Adobe Flash Player for Windows, Mac OS X, Linux and Android are
all affected by a vulnerability that could cause a system crash, or allow an attacker to execute malicious code remotely. Adobe issued an update to patch critical errors in Flash Player. APSB13-02deals with errors in Adobe Acrobat and Adobe Reader. According to the bulletin, Adobe Acrobat and Reader 11.0.0 and earlier versions on Windows and Mac OS X and Adobe Reader
9.x versions for Linux are at risk. Like the Flash security bulletin, this one states that vulnerabilities can lead to a system crash or allow an attacker to take control of the affected system. Andrew Storms, director of security operations for nCircle, has a bone to choose with Adobe on the patch for Flash. Why can't Adobe do the world a favor and give advance notification of Flash
updates? Now that they are coordinating with Microsoft to release Flash updates for IE 10 on patch Tuesday, how hard can it be to let the rest of us know a patch is coming? Storms also address the lack of information in Adobe bulletins. The lack of details about the error itself or any mitigations or solutions that can be used instead of the patch makes it difficult for IT
administrators to make intelligent decisions about prioritizing the patch. Storms say: Adobe's security bulletins can be summed up as patch or be exploited. Wolfgang CTO of Qualys, discusses Adobe updates in a blog post. Kandek points out that has also updated a security advisory (KB2755801) for Internet Explorer 10 because Adobe Flash Player is integrated and it includes a
new Adobe Flash build. Kandek, also says IT admins should be aware of advisory APSA13-01, dealing with three ColdFusion vulnerabilities. This message provides information about solutions while Adobe is working on a patch. Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. By
Katrina Matterhorn Adobe Acrobat Reader 5.0 is a software program created by the Adobe company to read, edit, and create PDFs. PDFs are rich in text, and Acrobat Reader 5.0 can help you work with these specific file types. It is relatively easy to download and works with most standard operating systems. It can take anywhere from two to 10 minutes for complete installation,
and the 5.0 version is free. If you save the installation to your desktop, it's available so it's easy to use in the future. Visit the CNET page (see Resources) to start downloading to Adobe Acrobat Reader 5.0. Click the language you prefer. Make sure the current operating system is compatible. Click download the latest version and let this run on your computer. Let the installation
start. Select a location where you want to save your Acrobat 5.0 download. Wait for the installation to complete. Click Run to process the final phase of the Acrobat 5.0 installation. Register your installation. In the registration form, enter your name, address, and computer type. By Stephen Lilley An XSD computer file is a text-based file that contains instructions for the XML file it is
associated with. A XSD file typically contains data about exactly how the associated XML file displays its information. If you want to open an XSD file in the copy of Adobe Acrobat Reader installed on your computer, you can, but keep in mind that you can only see the contents of the file. You also can't make changes or additions to it. Open Adobe Reader. An icon for Adobe
Reader is on the Start menu. Click Adobe Reader's File Menu. Use the Open dialog box to select the icon for your XSD file. When you're selected, click the Open button again to open your XSD file in Adobe Reader. Adobe's Acrobat 7 Professional allows readers to collaborate by inserting their own comments to share with other users. Adobe's Acrobat 7 Professional allows
readers to collaborate by inserting their own comments to share with other users. If you need an easier way to share and comment on documents, see Adobe's Acrobat 7 Professional. The $449 program lets you create Portable Document Format files that users of Adobe's free Reader 7 can annotate – but only if you let them. After you enable a comment, you'll be warned that
you'll lose some Acrobat features, such as the <a0></a0> or <a1></a1>. that preserve this this You must save a version of the document without commenting is enabled. (Note: The default version of Acrobat 7 to $299 does not allow you to make the markup and commenting tools available to Adobe Reader 7 users.) Version 7 improves Acrobat's links to Microsoft Office
programs, including the ability to convert Outlook e-mail messages or entire Outlook folders to PDFs.Adobe claims that version 7 is 50 percent faster than version 6 to create PDFs from Office apps. I can't corroborate this, but the process seemed faster. I created a 500KB PDF in about 90 seconds on an older 1-GHz Pentium III machine configured with only 256 MB of RAM.
Adobe also promises launch times for Acrobat and Reader that are up to four times faster than with previous versions. I didn't notice a much faster startup with either app on my test machine, however. When it gets started, the program gives you a convenient way to share files. The ability to allow comments and selection in Adobe Reader 7 also makes it easier than ever to get
everyone's two cents worth. New annotation features make Acrobat 7 Pro a more collaborative tool. Street: $449 Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Details.
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